2006 cadillac

Great Family Car â€” This car was great, had a lot of power. Lots of room to pack a bunch of
stuff in the back. The third row that was power operated was really nice to have as well when
traveling with extra people. Cons: gas guzzler, if things break very expensive to fix v8. Nice
Attempt By Caddy â€” They tried too hard to make a crossover with this car. Added lots of nice
featurea but the 3rd row is way too small and the storage capacity with the 3rd row up is
worthless. Adding another sentence so the website will let me finish. Sporty Classic Cadillac
â€” You seem to just sink into this car. With drivers presets set to their desired position, if my
husband wants to drive I don't have to re-adjust my seat again! Love the room and the sun roof
is absolutely amazing! My favorite car I've owned thus far!! Pros: Handles great and is beautiful.
GREAT family car! Comfortable and sporty. This is truly a performance car with the comfort and
safety of a well built luxury SUV Crossover vehicle. The hp. V8 performance is like a Corvette
and is a joy to drive on the freeway or a 2 lane through the mountains. Freeway A great looking
set of wheels! Love It â€” This our fourth Cadillac and by far the best. Still in Warranty and
never had to use it!! We have enjoyed this machine and all mileage has be highway. It is a fun
and powerful car and performs well on all road conditions. It has all options including the super
moon roof that opens beyond the back seat. We refer to it as the "Seattle Convertible". Pros:
Fun, comfortable, gorgeous vehicle. A delight to drive. AWD with Traction Control. Fortunately,
this doesn't come at the expense of ride quality, which is smooth and comfortable. Pros: Potent
engine lineup, roomy and comfortable interior, optional third-row seat, excellent ride and
handling dynamics. Cons: v8 is a very good engine very strong, unfortunately as the largest
engine consumes a bit more fuel. Fun and comfortable for traveling, Although gas has been a
little problem. Overall a great Vehicle! Almost forgot to mention full packaged Onstar access!
Navigation and a lot more customized options. I love the ride, the look and overall reliability it. It
is very versatile from hauling passengers comfortably or larger items. I can't wait to get another
SRX, maybe Cons: A few warranty issues, handled efficiently. Lane departure warning heated
seats and steering wheel Cruze control every thing electric Read More. Love this car and soon
will be getting one the only thing missing is me driving it. Read More. Looks great. Really kept
clean. I bet it drives nice too. Overall quality is great, price is normal, maintenance records are
missing. Out classes mkx and ford edge. By far the better choice. Yes it is a good value. The
color isnt what I want. I want Black. Excellent car We got the Performance with AWD and a
snowstorm came in this weekend And the inte Its awesome Buick enclave. A great vehicle
overall very luxurious. Cadillac has really improved Read More. Have you driven a Cadillac
SRX? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear
selections. Guru7Z2GH writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No. MartinGo says:. Value Ranked
Nissan Frontier worse. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: very upgraded
nice and lots of room. Is this helpful? Birdhouseboardman writes:. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: Lots of features. Cons: Blew a head gasket at k miles. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: Handles great and is beautiful. Cons: Gas Mileage! Cons: Wife always
wants to drive! Rich writes:. Cons: Can't tow it behind our motorhome. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: Potent engine lineup, roomy and comfortable interior, optional third-row
seat, excellent ride and handling dynamics. Cons: Wide turns,gas mileage. Reviews From Other
Years. Read all 5 Cadillac SRX reviews. Read all 9 Cadillac SRX reviews. Read all 12 Cadillac
SRX reviews. Read all 11 Cadillac SRX reviews. Cars compared to Cadillac SRX. Related Models
For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Primary Use: Family transportation Pros:
very upgraded nice and lots of room Cons: gas guzzler, if things break very expensive to fix v8
12 of 13 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Lots of
features Cons: Blew a head gasket at k miles 7 of 8 people found this review helpful. Sharp
reflexes and a powerful V6 make the Cadillac CTS a viable choice among entry-level luxury
sport sedans, but it still can't match the class leaders when it comes to overall execution and
fun behind the wheel. As the first Cadillac car to employ the company's new design philosophy,
the CTS is a bold step forward for a division that is trying to regain its status as a top-tier luxury
carmaker. Cadillac is hoping to attract customers by offering sport sedan performance
combined with the room and comfort of a midsize vehicle. This new rear-wheel-drive platform is
substantially stiffer and lighter than previous designs, allowing for more precise tuning and
better overall performance. The CTS also offers a sport suspension package that provides
stiffer tuning, speed-sensitive steering and high-performance brake linings that complement the
powerful four-wheel disc brakes. The interior is as cutting-edge-looking as the exterior. Sharp
angles peacefully coexist with soft-touch materials to keep the cabin modern but comfortable.
There's more room than in most of the Cadillac's competitors so four adults can fit comfortably.
High-tech gear includes Bose audio components, the OnStar communications system and an
optional DVD-based navigation system. Materials quality is still a step behind the competition,
though, and despite the cabin's generally upscale ambience, its layout feels awkward compared

with the more cohesive designs in similarly priced peers. Priced against the usual stable of
European and Japanese competitors, the CTS is sized a notch bigger. While this is great in
terms of cabin space, it keeps the car from exhibiting the same nimble feeling that BMW's 3
Series has honed to near perfection. Move it up to the less athletic midsize category, and the
CTS gets overwhelmed in the luxury department by beautifully crafted cruisers like the Acura TL
and Audi A6. For those looking for a car that deftly manages to blend the sporty handling of its
smaller rivals with the comfort of their larger, less athletic siblings, the Cadillac CTS is a
compelling combination. It may not be the class leader in any one category, but it certainly
holds its own. The Cadillac CTS comes in a single trim level but numerous option packages
enable buyers to add varying levels of additional luxury- and sport-oriented features. Standard
equipment includes leather seating, side and head-protecting side-curtain airbags, an eight-way
power-adjustable driver seat, dual-zone climate control, a CD player, the OnStar
communications system, ABS and traction control. Upgrades through the Luxury package
include items like a power passenger seat, a two-driver memory package, heated front seats,
HomeLink and wood trim on the steering wheel and shift lever. Additional options include a
sunroof and an upgraded Bose audio package with a DVD-based navigation system and satellite
radio. There are also two sport packages available. The inch wheel package includes a
sport-tuned suspension, restyled wheels and tires, a limited-slip differential, and the StabiliTrak
stability control system. The inch wheel package has these features plus stronger brakes and a
tire-pressure monitoring system. Two engines are offered on the Cadillac CTS: a 2. Power is
directed to the rear wheels through either a six-speed manual or an optional five-speed
automatic transmission. The Cadillac CTS offers standard four-wheel antilock disc brakes,
traction control, seat-mounted side airbags for front occupants and side curtain airbags that
protect both front and rear passengers; stability control is optional. In tests conducted by the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the CTS earned four out of five stars for driver
and front-passenger protection in frontal impacts. Side-impact tests resulted in a four-star
rating for front passengers and a five-star rating for rear passengers. Anyone expecting a soft,
cushy ride from this Cadillac car is going to be surprised. The CTS is a true sport sedan, with a
tightly controlled ride and sharp steering. The six-speed manual's shifter has a solid feel to it,
and the 3. Ride quality isn't quite as refined as that of some competitors, but even so, the
Cadillac CTS makes for a swift and entertaining conveyance that should appeal to entry-luxury
buyers looking for something a little different. If you want hard-core performance, however,
you'll want to check out the high-powered CTS-V model. Although the Cadillac CTS competes in
the entry-level luxury sport sedan category, its physical dimensions more closely resemble that
of larger midsize luxury sedans like BMW's 5 Series and Audi's A6. The result is a spacious
cabin that more easily seats five adults. The bucket seats in front are supremely comfortable,
offering a wide range of movement, supportive side bolsters and a power lumbar adjustment.
Available styles include 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Cadillac CTS. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Interior still can't match the class leaders, larger size keeps it
from providing nimble feel of its competitors. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Cadillac CTS receives only minor trim
and package revisions for Most significantly, there's a new inch performance tire-and-wheel
package available for 3. Like the inch wheel package it includes HID headlights, a sport-tuned
suspension, and stability control, but also has a tire-pressure monitoring system and stronger
brakes. Other changes include a new XM Nav Traffic feature and enhanced driver control for the
automatic transmission. Read more. Write a review See all 88 reviews. This CTS is so much fun
to drive my wife and I have to debate every day who is going to drive it that day. With its' sporty
exterior I turn heads every where I go. The factory sound system is amazing quality. The seats
are extremely comfortable and the dual climate zones make it even better. My 3 children never
complain of being squished in the back seat since we have gotten it and I don't have to worry
about their safety with the 6-point airbag system. I think I am falling in love all over again! Don't

tell my wife LOL. Read less. I loved my CTS when I got it in because it was so beautiful. It never
had a lot of power and the "traction control" would come on each time I pulled out from a stop. I
could live with that. I started having issues around the 2nd year Now I am at year 7 and I have
had nothing but issues for 2 years. I have had to put several thousand dollars in for repairs.
Rear differential broke TWICE, Air bag issue, Wipers don't work, catalytic converter, misfires all
the time, purge valve, spark plugs, and the list goes on. I still owe 4K because it was a lease at
first. Shouldn't a Caddy last at least a decade or miles? Very sad and disappointing. The
Cadillac CTS is very comfortable, has power when you need it and has an overall sexy
appearance. I have been quickly sold on Cadillac since purchasing this vehicle. I bought my
Cadillac CTS with 32, miles on it. It was a leased vehicle and I purchased it as a certified preowned. My only complaint is the plastic grill on the front but I believe they have addressed this
in the and models. As they say on the commercial Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the CTS. Sign
Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. CD player! CALL ! Recent Arrival!
Odometer is miles below market average! All advertised vehicles are subject to actual dealer
availability. Options and pricing are subject to change. We are not liable for pricing errors. See
dealer for details. You'll be in and out in 5 minutes or less. As vehicle technology evolves make
sure you completely understand all the features of your vehicle. Our TechTeam is here to help
with set up and to troubleshoot any issues. Your safety is our Top Priority. We are constantly
sanitizing our vehicles, offices, showroom, etc. We ask to wear masks and are utilizing sneeze
guards for desk top discussions. If you require additional safeguards, please reach out to our
management team for requests. Local Trade In, Service Records. We now offer the choice of
in-store sales, curbside pickup or free home delivery. For the safety of our team and in
accordance with state guidelines, we ask that you follow social distancing guidelines and wear
a face mask when picking up your car. The vehicle will be cleaned with all surfaces disinfected
prior to delivery. Any questions during a home delivery can be answered on the phone by our
team or on-site while maintaining social distancing practices at the delivery location. See more!
That's why we always make sure go above and beyond for our loyal customers throughout our
community. It's our world class customer service that helps us earn your business time and
again while serving your driving needs! Price does not include a charge for 0. Your cash down
payment is your approval. If you have a steady income, can afford at least down and up and
really want a chance to build your credit, Wally Armour and Buckeye Financial can help. There
is no limit to what Buckeye Financial will lend; your down payment puts you in control. Down
payments typically range from to there's really no limit, the more someone has to put down the
more choices they have. Payments range from a month and up, there are exceptions, with larger
down payments Buckeye Financial allows you to enjoy lower payments to fit anyone's budget.
No hidden fees-no upfront financing charges-no pre-payment penalties or early payoff fees.
Whatever you put down goes to lowering your loan-not to the finance company. JR and Al the
owners work every day with their customers to help get folks loans when others say no. If you
or someone you know is looking for a vehicle and need instant automotive credit, send them to
Wally Armour's in Alliance or visit us on Facebook or visit us online at WWW. All loan approvals
are pending a Buckeye Financial interview. In order to finalize any loan you must complete an
interview with Buckeye Financial. Would you like more info? How about more pics? Are you
ready to make an offer? Go Ahead! The following items have been reconditioned on this
vehicle: new brakes and new tires! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. AutoNation Honda
Thornton Road has a wide selection of exceptional brand new and pre-owned vehicles to
choose from. We appreciate the time you're taking to research in your car buying experience
and we'll work hard in order to place you with the perfect vehicle to fit your needs. The CTS is
well maintained and has just 98,mi. This low amount of miles makes this vehicle incomparable
to the competition. This Cadillac CTS is in great condition both inside and out. No abnormal
wear and tear. The perfect balance of speed and control has been injected into this CadillacCTS.
More information about the Cadillac CTS: While an automatic transmission is available, the
Cadillac CTS continues to be one of only a handful or mid-size luxury sedans to offer a
six-speed manual transmission, and a fine one at that. And even though the CTS weighs close
to 4, pounds, it is remarkably sprightly. The CTS-V, with its thunderous horsepower V8, should
appeal to the leadfoot who prefers to dress in wool rather than leather. This model sets itself
apart with amazing agility for a mid-size luxury sedan. Disinfectant methods or claims should
not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any
virus, illness or disease. There are two main trim levels based on engine size: 2. Standard

equipment on the 2. Leather seating with a way driver seat is optional and comes standard on
the 3. An array of packages allow shoppers to queue up additional luxury and performance
features. The Luxury package brings upgraded, heated front seats, an auto-dimming rearview
mirror, Homelink and polished alloy wheels. A sunroof, a Bose premium audio package with
satellite radio, and a navigation system are available as well. Driving enthusiasts will want to
consider one of two sport-themed packages. The inch Wheel Sport package includes HID
headlights, a sport-tuned suspension, performance tires and a limited-slip differential. While
every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this information, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on this listing. Vehicles listed are subject to
availability and prior sale. Financing through VW Credit at standard rates may be required for
advertised pricing. This site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are presented to
the user as is without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. All vehicles are subject
to prior sale. Although we try to remove SOLD units as quickly as possible, due to our high
inventory turnover it is possible that some may remain online so please call in advance to
ensure that the vehicle of interest is in stock. While great effort is made to ensure the accuracy
of the information on this site, errors do occur so please verify information with a customer
service representative. This is easily done by calling us at or by visiting us at the dealership.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 1, Manual 6. Cylinders 4 cylinders 6
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. No accidents. Price Drop. Check Availability. Five Star Dealer. New Listing.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This CTS is so much fun to drive my
wife and I have to debate every day who is going to drive it that day. With its' sporty exterior I
turn heads every where I go. The factory sound system is amazing quality. The seats are
extremely comfortable and the dual climate zones make it even better. My 3 children never
complain of being squished in the back seat since we have gotten it and I don't have to worry
about their safety with the 6-point airbag system. I think I am falling in love all over again! Don't
tell my wife LOL. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Suggested vehicles Specification comparison Related news. For , the CTS features a new inch
Sport Performance Package with inch performance tires and polished nine-spoke wheels; new
performance brakes; revised suspension tuning; Xenon HID lamps; StabiliTrak; tire pressure
monitoring; and a limited-slip differential. Also new is an inch Sport Appearance Package that
includes all of the features of the inch Performance Package, plus newly designed specific inch
wheels; restyled rocker moldings; dual exhaust tips; new front sport grille and a rear spoiler.
The system will come standard in cars equipped with the DVD navigation feature. This new
technology, offered exclusively by XM Satellite Radio, is fully integrated with the vehicle's
on-board GPS navigation system to display current information about traffic incidents and
average traffic speed along specific roadways. A driver can enter a destination into the

navigation system, and then, aided by a color-coded display, obtain instant traffic data on the
preferred route. It is an all-aluminum, degree dual overhead cam, four-valve-per-cylinder design
developing horsepower kw at rpm and lb. Consistent with the degree V-6 design, the engine
employs a wide range of advanced technologies, including fully variable valve timing of the
intake and exhaust valves and a dual-stage variable intake manifold to deliver outstanding
flexibility, fuel economy and emissions control. The 2. In , a new six-speed manual transmission
was added to the powertrain lineup. It is an all-aluminum, degree dual overhead cam,
four-valves-per-cylinder design. Like the 2. The 3. Two transmissions The CTS offers two
transmissions. The Aisin six-speed manual transmission is fully synchronized including reverse
, with a single overdrive. This allows for lower propshaft speeds and improved noise, vibration
and harshness. The transmission is rated for Nm horsepower and its unique architect
chevy power steering pump diagram
free service manual pdf
lucerne switches replacement
ure is such that the gear inertias are lower, resulting in significantly lower shift efforts
compared to conventional RWD manual transmissions. The compact, state-of-the-art 5LE
automatic transmission features a full complement of advanced electronic control capabilities.
These include a shift mode button that allows the driver to select between 'sport,' 'winter' and
'economy' modes. Another electronic feature also is a first for GM: engine braking in all five
gears, giving the automatic the same sporty feel as a downshifting manual. Dramatic design.
The design team gave CTS a uniquely Cadillac look. Its lean, chiseled body features sheer
forms, sharp edges and crisp intersecting lines. Concepts by Cadillac Similar Automakers.
Engine Specs. Dimension Specs. Lower Priced Cars. Higher Priced Cars. Similar Priced Cars.
All rights reserved. The material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
Vehicle information, history, And specifications from concept to production.

